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Our Stationary Pergolas are a beautiful solution for partial 
shade. Curved crescents and an open design let in natural light 
while offering protection from the sun. Our pergolas are always
custom built using high-quality, powder coated, extruded 
aluminum, which means you won’t have to worry about warping, 
rotting, or rusting. When you choose a W. A. Zimmer pergola, 
you will feel confident that you’re getting a gorgeous, 
maintenance-free structure that is built to last!

Pictured Projects: (Main) Stationary pergola in Sandstone with double-beams and 
round Venetian posts. (Top) Stationary pergola in Sandstone with double-beams and 
square Florentine posts. (Bottom right) Stationary pergola in White with double-beams 
and round Venetian posts. (Bottom Left) Stationary pergola in Sandstone with 
double-beams and square Florentine posts.

STATIONARY PERGOLA
A Classic Look For Partial Shade
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Want sun or shade at the push of a button? Our Operable 
Pergola is the perfect choice for those who want full shade, full 
sun, or anything in between. Motorized louvres open, close, and 
can be stopped anywhere along the way to give you full control 
over your shade experience. Like all of our custom shade 
structures, Operable Pergolas are made with high-quality, powder 
coated extruded aluminum for a low-maintenance ownership 
experience. Want more shade control? A retractable shade 
screen can be added on to any of our pergola structures!

Pictured Projects: (Main) Operable Pergola in Sandstone with double-beams and 
square Florentine posts, shown open (Bottom Left) and fully closed (Bottom Right). 
(Top) Operable Pergola in Bronze with double-beams and square Florentine posts, 
shown closed with add-on shade screen

OPERABLE PERGOLA
The Best Choice For On-Demand Shade
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K. Diefenbach (Huntington, IN) loves to use
her Operable Pergola year-round:
     “We’ll actually be out here a little bit in the 
evenings in the winter time, because it still 
gives us the enclosure that we want. It’s better 
than I even thought. It LOOKS fantastic, it 
even FEELS fantastic!”



The Dry Cool Pergola is the newest way to shade your 
outdoor area. With this custom structure you can have the look of 
a classic pergola while enjoying the benefits of a solid, 
insulated roof. This beautiful shade solution will protect your 
patio from sun, rain, ice, and snow while helping to keep the area 
underneath cool and dry. The W. A. Zimmer Dry Cool Pergola is 
made of high-quality, powder coated, extruded aluminum so you 
can enjoy your new area without worrying about repainting or 
other maintenance.

Pictured Projects: (Main/Top/Bottom Left) Dry Cool Pergola in Sandstone with square 
Florentine posts. (Bottom Right) Dry Cool Pergola in Sandstone with square Florentine 
posts and ceiling fan.

DRY COOL PERGOLA
The All-Weather Pergola Built To Protect
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E. Line (Fort Wayne, IN) loves to use his Dry
Cool Pergola no matter the weather:
     “I love it because I can come out and even 
when it’s raining, just sit and let it rain and 
just enjoy it!”



Our Classic Patio Cover is the gold standard for protecting 
your outdoor area. This solid roof structure features insulated 
panels for defense against the hot summer sun. Custom made 
with high-quality extruded aluminum, this roof can withstand 
snow, wind, and time, making it the perfect way to create a 
refuge right in your own backyard.

Pictured Projects: (Main) St. Thomas style patio cover in White with square Florentine 
posts. (Top) Classic Patio Cover in Sandstone with double-beams and square
Florentine posts. (Bottom Right) Classic Patio Cover in White with double-beams and 
square Florentine posts. (Bottom Left) Classic Patio Cover in Sandstone with
double-beams and square Florentine posts. 

CLASSIC PATIO COVER
Shield Your Area From Sun And Rain
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Want protection from rain, sun, and snow without blocking 
all the sunlight? Our brand new Skyview Patio Cover is a 
gorgeous option for creating an outdoor oasis. Made with the 
same high-quality material and insulated roof panels as our 
popular Classic Patio Cover, this structure gives you full 
protection in any weather while still letting in light and offering 
a beautiful view. Whether you want to stargaze, cloud watch, or 
entertain, our newest shade solution is sure to turn heads.

Pictured Projects: (All) Skyview Patio Cover and Stationary Pergola hybrid in White with 
double-beams and square Florentine posts. 

SKYVIEW PATIO COVER
An Exciting New Look That Lets In Light
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Custom Shade Solutions: It’s What We Do!
     The Gendrons loved the pergola look and wanted 
to let light in their area, but they still needed a refuge 
from the sun. Our creative team designed a hybrid 
structure to combine our Stationary Pergola and 
Skyview Patio Cover to offer the perfect solution. 



Our retractable awnings are a great solution for 
on-demand shade. Unlike our more permanent options, you can 
use your awning for shade when you need it, and when you don’t, 
it can be easily rolled in to enjoy the sunlight. You can choose 
from over 130 fabric colors, several valance styles, and an array 
of “Smart” options like motion sensors and cases to customize 
your awning.

Pictured Projects: (Main) Awning in fabric color #340746 with High Wave style
valance. (Top) Awning in fabric color #323039 with Russian Key style valance. (Bottom 
Right) Awning in fabric color #320584 with Straight style valance. (Bottom Left) Awning 
in #320715 with High Wave style valance. 

RETRACTABLE AWNING
For Shade When You Need It
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The Andelins (Fort Wayne, IN) loved the customization 
and professional installation of their awning:
     “From the original inquiry to set up the sales 
appointment for a new awning, the large fabric choices 
and colors with options like a wind sensor it was a great 
experience. The installation team was so helpful and 
informative.”



Our motorized, retractable shade screens can be added to 
any of our structures for extra sun protection, or can be 
mounted on your existing covered patio. Each screen is made 
custom to fit your area, allowing for a clean finish that looks like 
it’s part of the original structure. Use one to block out the glaring 
evening sun, or surround your area with these durable shades for 
a screen room on-demand. 

Pictured Projects: (Main) Two screens on St. Thomas style patio cover, fabric color 
Wheat with 10% visibility. (Top) Two screens on existing pergola, fabric color Wheat with 
10% visibility. (Bottom Right) Single screen on Dry Cool Pergola, fabric color Toast with 
10% visibility. (Bottom Left) Single screen on Operable Pergola, fabric color Wheat with 
10% visibility.

SHADE SCREENS
The Perfect Add-On For Shade Or Privacy
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WHO WE ARE
(AND WHY THAT’S IMPORTANT)

Since 1976, our family-owned and operated business has been installing industry-leading, 
virtually maintenance free, outdoor shade products that enhance the quality of living for 
customers throughout northern Indiana.

We nurture the competencies required to achieve excellence within a committed team 
that confidently and consistently displays an exemplary character. These five core values 
have been critical to the unparalleled reputation we’ve built over the past 45 years.

You can trust that W. A. Zimmer Company will operate with honesty and integrity 
throughout every step of our process, from the initial design consultation, when we 
establish what is important to YOU, to the moment your project is finished and all of your 
expectations are exceeded. You’ll be proud of the work we do, and the choice you made!

You’ve waited long enough! Take the next step, today, to begin using your outdoor space 
the way you’ve always dreamed.

(260) 356-1621   WWW.WAZIMMER.COM    1700 N BROADWAY(260) 356-1621   WWW.WAZIMMER.COM    1700 N BROADWAY

CHARACTER      COMPETENCY      COMMITMENT      CONSISTENCY      CONFIDENCE
Want More Inspiration?
Follow Us On Social Media

Want More Information?
SCAN HERE




